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ARTICLE
THE EARTHLY GOOD OF
BEING HEAVENLY MINDED:
THE ECONOMIC VALUE OF US RELIGION
BRIAN J. GRIM*
Religion is an active force in the public, professional, and personal
lives of many in the US. Safeguards for religious freedom—such as the
First Amendment principles of having no established religion and protect-
ing free religious practice—have helped to produce a dynamic religious
marketplace, including the ability of each person to have a religion, change
religions, or have no religion at all.
A solid body of research has explored the social contributions of relig-
ion, which range from increasing civic participation to ministering to spiri-
tual, physical, emotional, economic, and other life needs. Some studies have
looked at the social benefits of congregations,1 including some that have
attempted to quantify the social and volunteering benefits that congrega-
tions provide to communities.2 Other studies have looked at the role of local
religious groups in promoting education and civic engagement.3 Studies
have also considered how religious participation and programs help de-
* This is published with permission of the authors of the original study, Brian Grim &
Melissa Grim, The Socio-economic Contribution of Religion to American Society: An Empirical
Analysis, 12 INTERDISC. J. RES. ON RELIGION, no. 3, 2016, at 1. Brian Grim is President of the
Religious Freedom & Business Foundation and a Senior Fellow at the Religious Freedom Center
of the Freedom Forum Institute, and coauthor of THE PRICE OF FREEDOM DENIED: RELIGIOUS
PERSECUTION & CONFLICT IN THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY (2011).
1. Nancy T. Ammerman, Doing Good in American Communities: Congregations and Ser-
vice Organization Working Together, HARTFORD INST. FOR RELIGION RES. (2001), https://open.
bu.edu/bitstream/handle/2144/19/Doing%20Good%20in%20American%20Communities_%20
Congregations%20and%20Service%20Organizations%20Working%20Together.pdf?sequence=
4&isAllowed=Y; RAM A. CNAAN WITH ROBERT J. WINEBURG & STEPHANIE C. BODDIE, THE
NEWER DEAL: SOCIAL WORK AND RELIGION IN PARTNERSHIP (1999); Mark Chaves, Religious
Congregations and Welfare Reform: Who Will Take Advantage of Charitable Choice?, 64 AM.
SOC. REV. 836 (1999).
2. RELIGIOUS ORGANIZATIONS AND COMMUNITY SERVICES: A SOCIAL WORK PERSPECTIVE
(Terry Tirrito & Toni Cascio eds., 2003).
3. E.g., Chandra Muller & Christopher G. Ellison, Religious Involvement, Social Capital,
and Adolescents’ Academic Progress: Evidence from the National Education Longitudinal Study
of 1988, 44 SOC. FOCUS 155 (2001); MARK D. REGNERUS, MAKING THE GRADE: THE INFLUENCE
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crease crime and deviance4 as well as promote mental health.5 And yet
other studies have looked at how involvement in organized religion im-
proves government stability and economic growth, with the primary mecha-
nism being increased social capital and positive civic networks provided
through congregational activities.6
A recent Supreme Court amicus brief7 also catalogs a broad body of
research specifically on the positive contributions of faith-based organiza-
tions to the health and welfare of hundreds of millions of Americans. These
include charities such as Lutheran Services in America, which cares for six
million people annually, or about one in every fifty persons in the US, and
Catholic hospitals, which care for one in six US hospital patients. The ami-
cus brief also summarizes studies where faith-based organizations have
been found to outperform public counterparts. For instance:
Faith-based elementary and secondary schools make a distinctive
contribution to the education of the Nation’s children that public
schools have been unable to match. In 2015, the combined aver-
age SAT score for students from religious schools was 1596
points, or 134 points higher than the average score of 1462 for
public school students. [And s]tudents in religious schools are
safer than students in public schools, as measured by fewer in-
stances of violent crime and bullying. A higher percentage of stu-
dents in religious schools report feeling safe from attack or harm
in school compared to their public school peers.8
Of course, not every religious organization or group has the same level
of impact, and not all of the impact is positive. Indeed, there are high profile
cases where people in religious authority or acting in the name of religion
OF RELIGION UPON THE ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE OF YOUTH IN DISADVANTAGED COMMUNITIES
(UNIV. OF PA. CTR. FOR RESEARCH ON RELIGION AND URBAN CIVIL SOC’Y 2002) (2008).
4. William S. Bainbridge, The Religious Ecology of Deviance, 54 AM. SOC. REV. 288
(1989); Robert A. Hummer et al., Religious Involvement and U.S. Adult Mortality, 36 DEMOGRA-
PHY 273 (1999); David Lester, Religiosity and Personal Violence: A Regional Analysis of Suicide
and Homicide Rate, 127 J. SOC. PSYCHOL. 685 (1987).
5. PATRICK F. FAGAN, WHY RELIGION MATTERS EVEN MORE: THE IMPACT OF RELIGIOUS
PRACTICE ON SOCIAL STABILITY (2006); BYRON R. JOHNSON WITH RALPH B. TOMPKINS & DEREK
WEBB, BAYLOR INST. FOR STUDIES OF RELIGION, OBJECTIVE HOPE: ASSESSING THE EFFECTIVENESS
OF FAITH-BASED ORGANIZATIONS: A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE (2008), https://
www.baylor.edu/content/services/document.php/24809.pdf.
6. See also ROBERT PUTNAM, BOWLING ALONE: THE COLLAPSE AND REVIVAL OF AMERICAN
COMMUNITY (Brookings Inst. Pres., Simon & Schuster 2000) (1990); Francis Fukuyama, Social
Capital, Civil Society and Development, 22 THIRD WORLD Q. 7 (2001); Philip Schwadel, Testing
the Promise of the Churches: Income Inequality in the Opportunity to Learn Civic Skills in Chris-
tian Congregations, 41 J. SCI. STUDY RELIGION 565 (2002); Paul J. Zak & Stephen Knack, Trust
and Growth, 111 ECON. J. 295 (2001).
7. Brief for United States Conference of Catholic Bishops et al. as Amici Curiae Supporting
Petitioners, Zubik v. Burwell, 136 S. Ct. 1557 (2016) (Nos. 14-1418, 14-1453, 14-1505, 15-35,
15-105, 15-119, & 15-191), http://www.scotusblog.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/Zubik-USC
CB-brief.pdf.
8. Id. at 20.
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have engaged in destructive activities. These negative impacts range from
such things as the abuse of children by some clergy,9 cases of fraud,10 and
places of worship becoming recruitment sites for violent extremism,11 all of
which detract from the other positive values of religious institutions. Of
course, such serious ills affect a wide variety of institutions ranging from
major public universities,12 to publicly traded companies,13 to online public
chatrooms.14 And while negative news makes news, both sides are impor-
tant for understanding clearly.
Recent studies, such as Paul Numrich and Elfriede Wedam’s,15 pro-
vide a more nuanced analysis of the community impact of congregations. In
their study of fifteen congregations in the Chicago area—including Catholic
parishes, Protestant churches, Jewish synagogues, Muslim mosques, and a
Hindu temple—they concluded that religion has a significant role in shap-
ing postindustrial cities, although the impact varies from congregation to
congregation. The study also provides a helpful framework for analysis of
the different types and levels of impact.
In a separate quantitative study on the effect of shutting down a con-
gregation in an inner city, Kinney and Combs found that this precedes and
contributes to the socioeconomic collapse of the community in which the
congregation is located.16 Specifically, their study found that declines in
neighborhood viability were significantly related to the closure of congrega-
tions characterized by bridging social capital, i.e., congregations that con-
nected heterogeneous groups and bridged diversity.17
Understanding the socioeconomic value of religion to American soci-
ety is especially important in the present era characterized by disaffiliation
from organized religion. The Pew Research Center study “‘Nones’ on the
Rise,” for instance, reports that the number of Americans who are relig-
iously unaffiliated now stands at one-fifth of the adult population, while
one-third of adults under thirty are unaffiliated.18 Of the total unaffiliated,
9. NICHOLAS P. CAFARDI, BEFORE DALLAS: THE U.S. BISHOPS’ RESPONSE TO CLERGY SEX-
UAL ABUSE OF CHILDREN (2008).
10. FAUSTO DE SANCTIS, CHURCHES, TEMPLES, AND FINANCIAL CRIMES: A JUDICIAL PER-
SPECTIVE OF THE ABUSE OF FAITH (2015) (ebook).
11. PETER R. NEUMANN, JOINING AL-QAEDA: JIHADIST RECRUITMENT IN EUROPE (2008).
12. BILL MOUSHEY & ROBERT DVORCHAK, GAME OVER: JERRY SANDUSKY, PENN STATE,
AND THE CULTURE OF SILENCE (2012).
13. ABRAHAM L. GITLOW, CORRUPTION IN CORPORATE AMERICA: WHO IS RESPONSIBLE?
WHO WILL PROTECT THE PUBLIC INTEREST? (2005).
14. ANNA ERELLE, IN THE SKIN OF A JIHADIST: INSIDE ISLAMIC STATE’S RECRUITMENT NET-
WORKS (2015).
15. PAUL D. NUMRICH & ELFRIEDE WEDAM, RELIGION AND COMMUNITY IN THE NEW URBAN
AMERICA (2015).
16. Nancy T. Kinney & Todd Bryan Combs, Changes in Religious Ecology and Socioeco-
nomic Correlates for Neighborhoods in a Metropolitan Region, 38 J. URB. AFF. 409 (2015).
17. Id. at 419.
18. PEW RESEARCH CENTER, ‘NONES’ ON THE RISE 9 (2012), http://www.pewresearch.org/
wp-content/uploads/sites/7/2012/10/NonesOnTheRise-full.pdf.
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nearly 6 percent of the US population identifies as atheist or agnostic, while
14 percent claim no particular religious affiliation. 19 The Pew study found
that a majority of the religiously unaffiliated say that they are ambivalent
toward religious institutions and some express negative views of religious
organizations. For instance, Pew found that a majority of the religiously
unaffiliated think that religious organizations are too focused on such things
as money and power, and on rules and politics.20
At the same time, the Pew study also found that seven in ten relig-
iously affiliated people believe that congregations and religious institutions
contributed some or a great deal to solving social problems.21 However,
only 45 percent of the religiously unaffiliated expressed the same.22 People
who identified their religion as “nothing in particular” were evenly split on
whether religious institutions were instrumental in solving social
problems,23 while 63 percent of atheists and agnostics said that religious
institutions contributed not much or nothing at all to solving social
problems.24
Given the division of opinion on religion’s contribution to American
society, this present study seeks to shed light on the topic by making an
estimate of religion’s socioeconomic value to society. Indeed, we should
know if the decline in religion is likely to have negative economic
consequences.
In what follows, we provide three estimates of the value of faith to US
society. The most conservative estimate takes into account only the reve-
nues of faith-based organizations falling into several sectors: education,
healthcare, local congregational activities, charities, media, and food. Our
second estimate takes into account the fair market value of congregational
social services. This mid-range estimate includes a review of nationally rep-
resentative survey data on the activities of congregations across multiple
faith traditions. It also recognizes the contribution of businesses with relig-
ious roots. We then provide a third higher-end estimate based on the annual
household incomes of America’s religiously affiliated population.
I. ESTIMATE 1: REVENUES OF FAITH-BASED ORGANIZATIONS
This study’s conservative estimate of the value of the religious sector
to the US economy is based primarily on the revenues of religious organiza-
tions. We specifically look at the revenues of several main religious sectors:
educational institutions, healthcare networks, congregational activities,
19. See id.
20. See id. at 10.
21. See id. at 60.
22. See id.
23. See id.
24. PEW RESEARCH CENTER, supra note 18, at 60.
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charitable social services, media, and food. For this economic valuation, we
used the most recent year of data available.
A. Schools: Data on Educational Institutions
We estimate the value of religiously affiliated education to American
society by multiplying the numbers of students attending faith-based institu-
tions of higher education, faith-based high schools, and faith-based elemen-
tary schools by the average cost for each of these three levels of education.
For this, we need to know the number of students attending the schools and
the average cost of tuition.
1. Higher Education.
Enrollment data for 2011–2012 are available from the National Center
for Education Statistics (NCES) and the Institution of Education Sciences
(IES).25 These sources also provide tuition costs for most of the religiously
affiliated institutions of higher education including colleges, universities,
theological schools, and seminaries. The totals are summarized in Table 1.26
TABLE 1. ANNUAL TUITION PAYMENTS TO FAITH-BASED HIGHER
EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS (ESTIMATE)
Tuition
Payments
Total students in faith-based higher ed. 2,033,875
Average tuition/student $23,001
Total $46,781,311,080
Source: National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) and the Institution of Education
Sciences (IES). Data for the cohort entering in 2008. Figures may not total due to rounding
of decimals.
2. Elementary and High School Education.
The number of students enrolled in faith-based elementary and high
schools is available from the US Department of Education, National Center
for Education Statistics (NCES), Private School Universe Survey (PSS),
2011–2012. However, unlike for higher education, there is no central
25. See NAT’L CENT. EDUC. STAT., https://nces.ed.gov/; INST. EDUC. SCI., https://ies.ed.gov/.
26. In the NCES and IES data there are 1,974,045 students for whom institution tuition costs
are reported, adding to a total of $45,405,156,773, with an average of $23,001 per student. How-
ever, the total number of students enrolled in faith-based higher education according to NCES and
IES is 2,033,875, meaning that 59,830 students are without reported tuition data. Applying the
known average to these 59,830 students, the total estimated tuition revenues for faith-based insti-
tutions of higher education is $46,781,311,080. See NAT’L CTR. FOR EDUC. STAT., https://nces.ed.
gov/collegenavigator/ (last visited Mar. 18, 2019) (the data cited was collected using various
search terms and queries on file with the author).
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source for tuition costs at religiously affiliated elementary and high schools.
So we use as a proxy the reported costs of Catholic schools, which account
for more than 40 percent of all such faith-based schools.27 Tables 2 and 3
summarize faith-based elementary and high school enrollments and esti-
mated revenues.
TABLE 2. ANNUAL TUITION PAYMENTS TO FAITH-BASED ELEMENTARY
SCHOOLS (ESTIMATE)
Tuition
Payments
Elementary students 2,579,858
Average tuition/student $5,847
Total $15,084,427,145
Source: Number of students from US Department of Education, National Center for Educa-
tion Statistics (NCES), Private School Universe Survey (PSS), 2011–2012; average tuition
based on data for Catholic schools from the National Catholic Education Association and
used as a proxy for other faith-based schools (https://www.ncea.org/data-information/catho
lic-school-data). Figures may not total due to rounding of decimals.
TABLE 3. ANNUAL TUITION PAYMENTS TO FAITH-BASED SECONDARY
SCHOOLS (ESTIMATE)
Tuition
Payments
Secondary students 1,025,180
Average tuition/student $11,790
Total $12,086,872,652
Source: Number of students from US Department of Education, National Center for Educa-
tion Statistics NCES, Private School Universe Survey (PSS), 2011–2012; average tuition
based on data for Catholic schools from the National Catholic Education Association and
used as a proxy for other faith-based schools (https://www.ncea.org/data-information/catho
lic-school-data). Figures may not total due to rounding of decimals.
By using tuition revenue, this study arrives at a conservative estimate
of the annual value of religiously affiliated education. It is conservative
because it neither includes other revenue streams such as donations and
grants, nor does it include a valuation of the outreach and public service
impacts of religiously affiliated educational institutions. Note that any reve-
27. See NAT’L CATHOLIC EDUC. ASS’N, https://www.ncea.org (last visited Mar. 18, 2019)
(the data cited was collected using various search terms and queries on file with the author). While
this study does not make cost comparisons between faith-based education and public-school edu-
cation, the National Catholic Educational Association estimates that Catholic schools provide al-
most $22 billion dollars a year savings for the nation based on a comparison with the costs of
public-school education as reported by the National Center for Education Statistics.
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nues from congregational education programs such as vocational training
and preschools are not counted here.
B. Data on Health Providers
We estimate the value of religiously affiliated healthcare to American
society by adding up the actual annual revenue reported by the largest faith-
based healthcare networks in the US. Only hospitals and health systems
with an active religious affiliation (not just in name) are included, based on
their self-descriptions. The health networks included are faith-based net-
works among the one hundred top-grossing US hospitals and the one hun-
dred top integrated health systems.28 Revenues were obtained from the
reports of the individual health organizations, as shown in Table 4.
TABLE 4. ANNUAL OPERATING REVENUES TO MAJOR FAITH-BASED
HEALTH CARE SYSTEMS (ESTIMATE, US$BILLIONS)
Health Care Systems Annual Revenue
Catholic Health Providers $108.0
Adventist Health System (FL) $7.6
Advocate Health Care (Oak Brook, IL) $5.2
Methodist Hospital (San Antonio, TX) $5.1
Baptist Medical Center (San Antonio, TX) $4.5
The Methodist Hospital (Houston, TX) $4.2
Texas Health Resources (Arlington, TX) $3.8
Methodist University Hospital (Memphis, TN) $3.8
Baptist Hospital of Miami (FL) $3.3
Adventist Health (CA) $3.3
Riverside Methodist Hospital (Columbus, OH) $3.1
Baptist Medical Center Jacksonville (FL) $2.8
Baptist Health South Florida (Coral Gables, FL) $2.2
Baptist Memorial Health Care Corp (Memphis, TN) $1.9
Baptist Healthcare Systems (KY) $1.6
Baylor Health Care System (Dallas, TX) $0.5
Total $161.0
Source: Becker’s Hospital Review and individual health care system reports; for Catholic
hospital data, we use the overall figure from the Catholic Health Association of the US.
Revenues for 2014. Figures may not total due to rounding of decimals.
28. See 100 Integrated Health Systems to Know, BECKER’S HOSPITAL REVIEW, (May 15,
2013) https://www.beckershospitalreview.com/lists/100-integrated-health-systems-to-know.html.
For Catholic hospital data, we use the overall figure from the Catholic Health Association of the
US.
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This is also a conservative estimate because we are neither taking into
account all religiously affiliated healthcare providers (we have only identi-
fied the largest networks) nor are we estimating the health benefits a sub-
stantial body of research has shown to be associated with religious
participation.29 For instance, one rough estimate puts the health savings
value of religious participation at $115.5 billion.30
C. Data on Congregational Activities
To estimate the finances and activities of US congregations, we used
two nationally representative data sources that included data on multiple
faith traditions running the gamut from Adventists to Zoroastrians.
To quantify US congregational finances and activities, we used the
National Congregations Study (NCS) cumulative dataset (1998,
2006–2007, 2012) archived at the Association of Religion Data Archives. 31
The NCS “fills a void in the sociological study of congregations by provid-
ing . . . data that can be used to draw a nationally aggregate picture of
congregations.”32 The 2012 NCS also includes an oversample of Hispanic
congregations.
In order to scale the results to actual dollar and numeric figures, we
used the 2010 Religious Congregations and Membership Study (RCMS)
conducted by representatives of the Association of Statisticians of Ameri-
can Religious Bodies (ASARB).33 RCMS 2010 provides data on the num-
ber of congregations, members, adherents, and attendees for the 236
29. See HAROLD G. KOENIG, DANA E. KING & VERNA BENNER CARSON, HANDBOOK OF RE-
LIGION AND HEALTH (2011) (noting that there have been many thousands of scientific studies on
the positive and negative associations between religion and health). See also HAROLD KOENIG &
MALCOLM MCCONNELL, THE HEALING POWER OF FAITH: HOW BELIEF AND PRAYER CAN HELP
YOU TRIUMPH OVER DISEASE (2001); JEFFREY S. LEVIN & LARRY DOSSEY, GOD, FAITH, AND
HEALTH: EXPLORING THE SPIRITUALITY-HEALING CONNECTION (2001) (discussing the benefits of
religious participation).
30. RODNEY STARK, AMERICA’S BLESSINGS: HOW RELIGION BENEFITS EVERYONE, INCLUDING
ATHEISTS 166 (2012).
31. See Mark Chaves, Shawna L. Anderson & Alison Eagle, National Congregations Study,
ASS’N OF RELIGION DATA ARCHIVES, http://www.thearda.com/Archive/Files/Descriptions/NCSIII.
asp. The data was gathered as part of the General Social Survey (GSS) interviews. But instead of a
sample of individuals, these interviews were of a nationally representative sample of congrega-
tions via a fifty-minute interview with one key informant, usually a clergyperson, from each con-
gregation. The GSS is a face-to-face interview conducted by experienced and well-trained
interviewers. In 1998, 2006–2007, and 2012, interviewers were instructed to glean from respon-
dents as much locational information about their congregations as possible. The 1998 and 2012
NCS data was collected by the same interviewers who collected data from GSS respondents. In
2006–2007, some of the data were also collected by phone-bank interviewers.
32. Mark Chaves, Mary Ellen Konieczny, Kraig Beyerlein & Emily Barman, The National
Congregations Study: Background, Methods, and Selected Results, 38 J. SCI. RELIGION 458, 460
(1999).
33. See 2010 U.S. Religion Census, U.S. RELIGION CENSUS 1952 TO 2010, http://
www.usreligioncensus.org/; U.S. Congregational Membership: Reports, ASS’N OF RELIGION
DATA ARCHIVES, http://www.thearda.com/RCMS2010/.
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religious bodies and denominations participating in the study. Study partici-
pants included 217 Christian denominations, associations, or communions
(including Latter-day Saints, Messianic Jews, and some Unitarian/Univer-
salist groups); counts of Jain, Shinto, Sikh, Tao, and National Spiritualist
Association congregations; counts of congregations and individuals for
Baha’i; three Buddhist groupings; four Hindu groupings; four Jewish
groupings; Muslims; and Zoroastrians. The study also went to special ef-
forts to identify and include data from several religious bodies that have not
traditionally participated or have been underrepresented in similar past stud-
ies, including improved coverage of predominantly African American relig-
ious bodies. The 236 groups surveyed have among them 344,894
congregations and 150,686,156 adherents.34
Combining these two sets of data make it possible, for instance, to
estimate the finances for US congregations nationwide as well as the num-
ber of congregations engaging in certain activities and ministries. For in-
stance, among the 4,071 congregations surveyed in the 2012 NCS, the
average annual income from all sources was $242,910 per congregation
(Table 5, data point 1). Of this, $216,143 comes from individuals’ dona-
tions, dues, or contributions (Table 5, data point 2). Multiplying this figure
by the 344,894 congregations identified by the RCMS study produces an
estimated annual income from individual donations for US congregations of
$74.5 billion ($74,546,330,721).
34. See CLIFFORD GRAMMICH ET AL., 2010 U.S. RELIGION CENSUS: RELIGIOUS CONGREGA-
TIONS & MEMBERSHIP STUDY (2012), http://www.rcms2010.org/images/2010_US_Religion_Cen
sus_Introduction.pdf (discussing information on the 2010 RCMS study and its methodology).
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TABLE 5. NATIONALLY REPRESENTATIVE DATA ON ACTIVITIES OF US
CONGREGATIONS (MULTIPLE FAITHS, ORDERED BY AMOUNT OR
FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE)
Italicized data points indicate activities of congregations across multiple faith
traditions that provide for civic life and social cohesion above and beyond
providing for the spiritual lives of congregants.
Data Avg. per Total amount acrossIncome and Spendingpoint congregation* 344,894 congregations*
Congregation’s Annual1 $242,910 $83,778,191,193Income
Amount of Income from
2 Individual’s Donations, $216,143 $74,546,330,721
Dues, Contributions
Total Money Spent on3 $26,781 $9,236,699,335Social Programs 2012
Total Money Spent on4 $9,190 $3,169,472,392Social Programs 2006
Total Money Spent on5 $6,880 $2,372,839,680Social Programs 1998
Amount Given to Other6 $2,997 $1,033,799,071Religious Organizations
Government Grants,
7 Contracts, Fees for Social $732 $252,327,899
Service Projects
Amount Received from
8 Foundations, Businesses, $354 $122,137,312
United Way
Sources: Questions are from the National Congregations Study (NCS) cumulative dataset
(1998, 2006–07, 2012) archived at the Association of Religion Data Archive; overall total of
congregations from the Religious Congregations and Membership Study (RCMS) conducted
by representatives of the Association of Statisticians of American Religious Bodies
(ASARB). Data points are for the cumulative average across the years of the NCS, where
available. Where not, the most recent year of data is prioritized.
For this study we weighted the data by WTA3CNGD to have results representing the
average congregation’s perspective.
* Dollar figures and total numbers are reported in detail based on calculations from the
dataset; the actual precision is less, but is 95% likely to be within the survey’s margin of
error of +/-3%. Figures may not total due to rounding of decimals.
As a way to check the plausibility of this figure, we can compare it
with the overall sum donated by individuals to religion in 2012. According
to the Giving USA foundation, American individuals donated a total of
$101.5 billion to religious organizations.35 Thus, the $74.5 billion estimate
35. See Angela Johnson, Americans Were Much More Charitable Last Year, CNN (June 21,
2013, 6:01 AM), http://money.cnn.com/2013/06/21/pf/charitable-donations/.
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(three-quarters of the total) seems plausible considering that religious
congregations tend to encourage their members to channel their giving
through their local congregation. The total income of $83.8 billion (Table 5,
data point 1) takes into account other revenue sources including
endowments and grants.
D. Charities
There are thousands of religious charities carrying out the work of
hundreds of faith traditions in the US. Because a central database on the
revenues and activities of all of these organizations was not readily availa-
ble to us, we gathered data on the revenue of charities by identifying the
largest faith-based charities in the US from the overall list of the fifty larg-
est US charities. Of these, twenty are faith-based, ranging from the Ameri-
can Jewish Joint Distribution Committee to Lutheran Services in America.
The total revenues of these organizations are readily available, as shown in
Table 6.
TABLE 6. ANNUAL OPERATING REVENUES OF MAJOR FAITH-BASED
CHARITIES (ESTIMATE, US$BILLIONS)
Health Care Systems Annual Revenue
Lutheran Services in America $21.0
YMCA USA $6.6
Catholic Charities $4.5
Salvation Army $4.1
Habitat for Humanity $1.7
Food for the Poor $1.0
World Vision $1.0
Boy Scouts of America $0.9
Compassion International $0.7
Catholic Relief Services $0.6
Campus Crusade for Christ $0.5
Catholic Medical Mission Board $0.5
Samaritan’s Purse $0.5
Feed the Children $0.5
American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee $0.4
Map International $0.3
Operation Blessing International Relief & Development $0.3
Cross International (not affiliated with the Red Cross) $0.3
Total $45.3
Source:  Faith-based charities identified by their self-description from a list of the 50
largest US charities on the Forbes top charities list: http://www.forbes.com/top-charities/
list/. Revenues for 2014. Figures do not total due to rounding of decimals.
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We also confirmed that the organizations have a religious element as
part of their self-description. For some, the religious element may be deem-
phasized or not highlighted prominently. The Young Men’s Christian Asso-
ciation, commonly known as the YMCA, and more recently being branded
just as the Y, still has a clear statement of a religious mission on the bottom
of each webpage: “The YMCA is a nonprofit organization whose mission is
to put Christian principles into practice through programs that build healthy
spirit, mind and body for all.”36
The Boy Scouts of America, on the other hand, are not affiliated with a
single faith tradition, but clearly state that being reverent is one of its core
values: “Reverent: A Scout is reverent toward God. He is faithful in his
religious duties. He respects the beliefs of others.”37 The Boy Scouts also
have a special focus on faith and religion, with special resources for Meth-
odists, Baptists, Catholics, Muslims, Jews, and Latter-day Saints
(Mormons).38 They even have awards/badges for knowledge in all these
and many other faiths including Hinduism, Sikhism, the Baha’i faith, etc.39
Moreover, scout troops can also be affiliated with a church or faith group.
Indeed, nearly twice as many boys belong to religiously affiliated scout
troops (1.58 million) as belong to troops with no religious affiliation (0.85
million).40
E. Media
Data on the religious media industry in the US are hard to come by.
Those data that are offered online are largely unsourced and difficult to
verify. For instance, one online report suggests that Christian media alone
accounts for some $3.6 billion.41 Another better-sourced estimate from sev-
eral years ago puts the figures for the entire market at nearly double Gaille’s
figure:
In 2003, research estimates put the market for religious publish-
ing and products at $6.8 billion and growing at a rate of nearly 5
percent annually. This market is subdivided into three categories:
books (the largest segment, with $3.5 billion in sales and a 7 per-
cent growth rate); stationary/giftware/merchandise (sales at $1.4
36. THE Y: YMCA OF THE USA, http://www.ymca.net/ (last visited Apr. 1, 2019).
37. HARRIS INTERACTIVE, VALUES OF SCOUTS: A STUDY OF ETHICS AND CHARACTER 28
(2005).
38. See Faith Traditions, BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA, https://www.scouting.org/discover/visi
tor/why-scouting/faith-traditions/ (last visited Apr. 1, 2019); Continuing the Adventure, BOY
SCOUTS OF AMERICA, https://www.scouting.org/pathforward/ (last visited Apr. 1, 2019).
39. See Religious Emblems Programs, BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA, https://www.scouting.org/
awards/religious-awards/ (last visited Apr. 1, 2019).
40. See Fact Sheet: Chartered Organizations and the Boy Scouts of America, BOY SCOUTS
OF AMERICA, https://filestore.scouting.org/filestore/pdf/210-807.pdf.
41. Brandon Gaille, 13 Christian Music Industry Statistics and Trends, BRANDON GAILLE:
SMALL BUSINESS & MARKETING ADVICE (May 25, 2017), https://brandongaille.com/11-christian-
music-industry-statistics-and-trends/.
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billion and a 4.5 percent growth rate); and audio/video/software
($1.4 billion in sales and flat).42
For this study, as seen in Table 7, we only included data that were
reasonably available, reliable, and plausible. Therefore, the data likely re-
present what we suspect is a significant undercount. But we do find some
support for a more conservative figure than Gaille’s or Einstein’s. For in-
stance, while Einstein cited an estimate of $3.5 billion in religious book
sales, Nielson, a leading global information and measurement company, es-
timated that in 2014 more than 52 million religious book titles were sold in
the US.43 Given that the average price for a book falls between $6 and
$28,44 depending on the type, the total would be somewhere between $0.3
billion (if every book was a mass market paperback) and $1.5 billion (if
every book was an adult-level hardcover). Given that hardcovers represent
about 25 percent of the overall market,45 we concluded that a $554 million
estimate by Statista for religious book sales, as shown in Table 7, to be
more plausible than the higher figures cited in other sources.46 In addition
to religious book sales, we identified revenue data for two other media mar-
ket sectors: two large media networks and Christian/gospel album sales.
Many denominations have media branches, but we were suspicious
that reporting those revenues might double count congregational revenue
which, through various cooperative and denominational programs, may be
channeled centrally to support denominational media initiatives.
TABLE 7. REVENUES OF FAITH-BASED MEDIA (ESTIMATE, US$BILLIONS)
Media Sector Annual Revenue
Religious Book Sales $0.55
Christian Broadcasting Network (CBN) $0.29
EWTN $0.05
Christian/Gospel Album sales $0.02
Total $0.90
Sources: Book and album sales, Statista; CBN, Forbes; EWTN, Charity Navigator. Reve-
nues for 2014. Figures do not total due to rounding of decimals.
42. MARA EINSTEIN, BRANDS OF FAITH: MARKETING RELIGION IN A COMMERCIAL AGE 6
(2008).
43. Focusing on our Strengths: Insights into the Christian Book Market, NIELSEN COMPANY
(Aug. 8, 2015), https://www.nielsen.com/us/en/insights/reports/2015/focusing-on-our-strengths-
insights-into-the-christian-book-market.html.
44. See Average Book Prices: 2014, SCH. LIBR. J. (Apr. 9, 2014), https://tln.lib.mi.us/dept/
technical-services/acq/files/AverageBookPrices2014.pdf.
45. See Jim Milton, E-books Still Outsold by Hardcover and Paperback, PUBLISHERS
WEEKLY (Sept. 26, 2014), http://www.publishersweekly.com/pw/by-topic/industry-news/booksell
ing/article/64170-e-books-remain-third.html.
46. See STATISTA, RELIGIOUS BOOKS SALES REVENUE IN THE UNITED STATES FROM 2011 TO
2017 (2018), http://www.statista.com/statistics/251467/religious-books-sales-revenue-in-the-us/.
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F. Food
We do not count sales of food (or other items such as gifts) for relig-
ion-based holidays, such as Christmas. If we did, this would have a dra-
matic impact. According to estimates, Christmas purchases in the US retail
industry in 2013 added to more than $3 trillion, or about 19.2 percent of
total retail sales, and resulted in hiring an extra 768,000 employees to han-
dle the holiday rush.47 We do not include these sales because they are not
primarily based on the actions of organized faith-based groups, but prima-
rily involve the purchasing actions of individuals.
We do, however, include revenues for traditional kosher and halal
foods because both of these require the direct actions of religious authorities
to certify compliance with religious dietary edicts. As shown in Table 8,
revenues for the kosher food sector is estimated to be $12.5 billion based on
sales of traditional kosher products in the US. We use this figure rather than
the estimated revenues of more than $300 billion when all products certified
as kosher are counted to remain conservative with the estimate.48 Though
relatively smaller, the halal food market in the US was estimated to be
$13.1 billion in 2010.49
TABLE 8. TRADITIONAL KOSHER AND HALAL FOOD SALES
(ESTIMATE, US$BILLIONS)
Food Sector Annual Revenue
Kosher (Jewish) $12.5
Halal (Muslim) $13.1
Total $25.6
Source: Kosher: Lubicom (2014), “Kosher Statistics.” Halal: Canadian Government
(2011), “Global Pathfinder Report: Halal Food Trends.” Figures may not total due to
rounding of decimals.
This conservative estimate puts the economic contribution of the relig-
ious sector to the US society at about $378 billion annually. As shown in
Table 9, this falls into several main sectors: healthcare ($161.0 billion), lo-
cal congregational activities ($83.8 billion), education ($74.0 billion), chari-
ties ($44.3 billion), media ($0.9 billion), and food ($14.4 billion). As noted
above in Table 5, data point 5, we deducted the estimated funds directed
from congregations to outside religious organizations from the total in Ta-
ble 9 to avoid possible double counting.
47. See STATISTA, HOLIDAY RETAIL SALES IN THE UNITED STATES FROM 2000 TO 2018
(2018), http://www.statista.com/topics/991/us-christmas-season/.
48. See The Global Demand for Kosher, STAR-K, https://www.star-k.org/articles/articles/get
ting-certified/advantage-kosher-certification/1373/the-global-demand-for-kosher/.
49. See INT’L MARKETS BUREAU, GLOBAL PATHFINDER REPORT: HALAL FOOD TRENDS
(2011), http://publications.gc.ca/collections/collection_2011/agr/A74-1-4-2011-eng.pdf.
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TABLE 9. ANNUAL REVENUE OF US RELIGIOUS ORGANIZATIONS
(ESTIMATE, US$BILLIONS)
Sector Revenue % of Total
Healthcare Networks $161.0 42.5%
Congregations $83.8 22.1%
Giving to other religious organizations* – $1.0 – 0.3%
Educational Institutions $74.0 19.6%
Charities $45.3 12.0%
Media $0.9 0.2%
Food (traditional kosher and halal) $14.4 3.8%
Total $378.3 100.0%
Source: The Socio-economic Contribution of Religion to American Society: An Empirical
Analysis
* The estimated funds directed from congregations to outside religious organizations (see
Table 5, data point 5) are deducted from the total to avoid possible double counting. Figures
do not total due to rounding of decimals.
The data on local congregations show that they provide a significant
level of community and social services beyond those provided through re-
ligious organizations set up to specifically provide health care, education,
and charity. As shown in Table 5, data point 2, congregations spent an esti-
mated $9.2 billion on social programs in 2012, the bulk of which came from
donations of individual congregants. Indeed, congregations rely over-
whelmingly on donations rather than government grants, fees, and other
outside sources for their work. Specifically, out of an estimated annual rev-
enue of nearly $84 billion, congregations received only an estimated $0.38
billion from government grants, fees, and other outside sources.50 That’s
less than half a percent.
In terms of money spent on social service programs, there is evidence
that congregations are increasing their work in this area. As shown in Table
10, when controlling for inflation, congregational spending on social pro-
grams is 2.5 times higher in 2012 ($9.24 billion) than in 2006 ($3.63 bil-
lion) and 2.8 times higher than in 1998 ($3.32 billion).
50. See supra Table 5, sum of data points 7 and 8.
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TABLE 10. TOTAL MONEY SPENT ON SOCIAL PROGRAMS (US$BILLIONS)
Year Original $ In 2012 dollars
2012 $9.24 $9.24
2006 $3.17 $3.63
1998 $2.37 $3.32
Sources: Based on analysis of the National Congregations Study (NCS) cumulative dataset
(1998, 2006–07, 2012) archived at the Association of Religion Data Archive, and the Relig-
ious Congregations and Membership Study (RCMS) conducted by representatives of the
Association of Statisticians of American Religious Bodies (ASARB).
II. ESTIMATE 2: ADDING IN A VALUATION OF CONGREGATIONAL
SOCIAL SERVICES, CHARITABLE HALO EFFECTS, AND THE
ECONOMIC CONTRIBUTION OF BUSINESSES WITH
RELIGIOUS ROOTS
The research of Cnaan and colleagues over the years51 describes the
process by which religious congregations have positive impacts on commu-
nities. They argue that communities socially and economically benefit from
the halo effect52 of having the stable, attractive force of a congregation in a
community, providing a center for education, childcare, social events, char-
ity, and job training, among other functions.53 Part of this contribution in-
cludes that congregations also provide a sizeable number of jobs. Most
congregations have full-time or part-time paid staff ranging from pastors
and music directors to maintenance and operational staff. For instance,
there are paid youth ministers in more than an estimated 124,000 congrega-
tions nationwide.54
Cnaan and colleagues also catalog other halo effects ranging from be-
ing a magnet attracting visitors for such things as performances, lectures,
and weddings (and the local spending made related to these events), to us-
ing the greenspace around congregational buildings for recreation and re-
pose, to attracting people to view a congregation’s architecture and art.55
Looking at the combined data from the NCS and the RCMS (described
51. Ram A. Cnaan, Measuring Social Valuation: The Case of Local Religious Congregations
at the G20 Interfaith Summit 2015 (Nov. 17, 2015), http://www.iclrs.org/content/events/116/
2707.pdf. [hereinafter Cnaan, Measuring Social Valuation]; RAM A. CNAAN WITH STEPHANIE C.
BODDIE, CHARLENE C. MCGREW & JENNIFER J. KANG, THE OTHER PHILADELPHIA STORY: HOW
LOCAL CONGREGATIONS SUPPORT QUALITY OF LIFE IN URBAN AMERICA (2006); Ram A. Cnaan,
Tuome Forrest, Joseph Carlsmith & Kelsey Karsh, If You Don’t Count It, It Doesn’t Count: A
Pilot Study of Valuing Urban Congregations, 10 J. MGMT. SPIRITUALITY & RELIGION 3 (2013);
CNAAN, THE NEWER DEAL, supra, note 1.
52. The halo effect is the socio-economic benefits religion provides in addition to spiritual
contributions. See Ram A. Cnaan, S. An & T. Forrest, The Halo Effect: Congregational Contribu-
tion to their Local Economy, ANN. MEETING OF THE SOC’Y FOR THE SCI. STUDY OF RELIGION
(2014).
53. Cnaan, Measuring Social Valuation, supra note 51.
54. See infra Table 11, data point 52.
55. See infra Table 11, data point 57.
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above), we can see that such halo magnet effects are perhaps surprisingly
common, with an estimated 116,919 congregations nationwide reporting
that they attract visitors to view their architecture and art.56 By comparison,
there are only 35,144 museums in the US, according to a 2014 estimate by
the Institute of Museum and Library Services (IMLS).57 This means that
museum-worthy, visitor-attracting places of worship outnumber America’s
museums by more than 3.3 times.
The combined NCS and RCMS data also allows us to see how many
congregations do certain social ministries, such as have groups to provide
support for persons with HIV-AIDS.58 The data show that 7.5 percent of
congregations report having groups, meetings, classes, or events specifi-
cally focused on providing support, such as food, housing, personal items,
or pastoral care to persons living with HIV/AIDS. That means that 25,867
congregations are engaged in some form of active ministry to help people
living with HIV/AIDS. In terms of the portion of the US population living
with HIV infection, this could be considered a higher percentage than ex-
pected. Currently, according to the Centers for Disease Control, 1.1 million
people live with HIV, or 0.4 percent of the US population.59 Of course,
these ministries do not reach all HIV positive people, but numerically, this
is the equivalent of one congregational HIV/AIDS ministry for every forty-
six people who are HIV positive.
Table 11 repeats from Table 5 the income and spending data of con-
gregations from the NCS scaled to actual dollar and numeric figures by
using RCMS. However, Table 11 greatly expands the data in order to pro-
vide a wealth of additional congregational information including estimates
of numbers of people involved in classes and programs and types of activi-
ties that minister to the social needs of communities (identified in the table
by italics). This list is illustrative, not exhaustive.60
The data in Table 11 show the types of social and community impact
that Cnaan and colleagues have taken into account when estimating the
value provided by congregations to a community. Providing a ballpark esti-
mate of the real value of such halo effects nationally is possible by drawing
on Cnaan’s most recent work from 2015, which is described in the section
56. Id.
57. Government Doubles Official Estimate: There are 35,000 Active Museums in the U.S.,
INST. MUSEUM LIBR. SERVICES (May 19, 2014), https://www.imls.gov/news-events/news-releases/
government-doubles-official-estimate-there-are-35000-active-museums-us. IMLS is the US
agency that is the primary source of federal funding for the nation’s museums and libraries.
58. See infra Table 11, data point 89.
59. See Overview: Data & Trends: U.S. Statistics, HIV.GOV, https://www.hiv.gov/hiv-basics/
overview/data-and-trends/statistics (last visited Mar. 29, 2019).
60. See Mark Chaves, Shawna L. Anderson & Alison Eagle, National Congregations Study:
Codebook, ASS’N OF RELIGION DATA ARCHIVES, http://www.thearda.com/Archive/Files/
Codebooks/NCSIII_CB.asp (last visited Mar. 29, 2019) (describing the full list of questions in-
cluded in the three waves of the National Congregations Study with weighted frequencies).
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after the table. Indeed, these data provide context and support for this
study’s second estimate of faith’s socioeconomic contribution to American
society by giving an overview of the types of activities that congregations
do beyond worship services, many of which contribute to a robust civic
society. These include some specifically religion-related activities, such as
religious education classes, but they also include a large number of commu-
nity activities ranging from recruiting volunteers for outside projects (Table
11, data point 19) to activities to support military veterans and their families
(Table 11, data point 61). This information sheds light on the social contri-
butions resulting from revenues of religious congregations.
In addition, congregations provide community and social services by
fielding an estimated 7.6 million volunteers in social service programs (Ta-
ble 11, data point 11). These activities and the volunteers that run them tend
to be collaborative endeavors with other groups in society, promoting social
cohesion through broader civic engagement beyond the congregations’
doors. Indeed, nearly three-in-four congregations, or almost 257,000 con-
gregations nationwide, engage in collaboration with other groups and orga-
nizations on social programs (Table 11, data point 25). In fact, almost all
congregations (93 percent) recruit volunteers for outside projects (Table 11,
data point 19).
TABLE 11. NATIONALLY REPRESENTATIVE DATA ON ACTIVITIES OF US
CONGREGATIONS (MULTIPLE FAITHS, ORDERED BY AMOUNT OR
FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE)
Italicized data points indicate activities of congregations across multiple faith
traditions that provide for civic life and social cohesion above and beyond
providing for the spiritual lives of congregants.
Data Avg. per Total Amount acrossIncome and Spendingpoint Congregation* 344,894 Congregations*
Congregation’s Annual1 $242,910 $83,778,191,193Income
Amount of Income from
2 Individuals’ Donations, $216,143 $74,546,330,721
Dues, Contributions
Total Money Spent on3 $26,781 $9,236,699,335Social Programs 2012
Total Money Spent on4 $9,190 $3,169,472,392Social Programs 2006
Total Money Spent on5 $6,880 $2,372,839,680Social Programs 1998
Amount Given to Other6 $2,997 $1,033,799,071Religious Organizations
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Government Grants,
Contracts, Fees for Social $732 $252,327,8997
Service Projects
Amount Received from
8 Foundations, Businesses, $354 $122,137,312
United Way
Numbers of People Avg. per Total People, Groups, orInvolved in Classes and Congregation ProgramsPrograms
Number of Adults
9 Attending Weekly 35.6 12,271,329
Religious Classes
Number of Children 12-
10 and-Under Attending 34.2 11,802,273
Weekly Religious Classes
Number of Congregants
11 that Volunteered, Social 22.2 7,646,300
Service Programs
Number of Members
12 Receiving Help from 17.6 6,077,032
Congregation
Number of Teens
13 Attending Weekly 15.3 5,259,634
Religious Classes
Number of Adult14 15.1 5,197,553Volunteers
Number Religious
15 Education Classes Meeting 6.9 2,362,524
Once a Month or More
Number of Social Service16 4.7 1,621,002Programs Sponsored
Number of Regular Choir,
17 Musical Performance 1.6 562,177
Groups
Share of all Total Number ofCongregational Activities
congregations Congregations
Groups for Musical,
18 Theatrical Performance 93.0% 320,751
(not choirs)
Recruiting Volunteers for19 92.8% 320,062Outside Projects
Worship Service Advertised20 92.8% 320,062Volunteer Opportunities
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Religious Clergy Has 89.8% 309,715Higher Education21
Congregation Had a22 81.0% 279,364Visiting Speaker
Congregants Greet During23 80.2% 276,605Service
Congregation Followed Up24 78.7% 271,432With Visitors
Congregation Collaborates
25 on 4 Most Important Social 74.5% 256,946
Programs
Congregation Groups Meet
Monthly for Religious,26 74.3% 256,256Social, Recreational
Activity
Congregation has Filed for27 72.0% 248,324501(c)(3) Status
Groups for Cleaning, and28 71.2% 245,565Building Maintenance
Joint Worship Service with29 68.2% 235,218Another Congregation
Visiting Speaking Clergy30 66.0% 227,630from Another Congregation
Members Serve on
31 Committees, Attended 64.5% 222,457
Meetings
Worship Service had Play32 63.4% 218,663Production
Congregation has Teen
33 Camps, Retreats, 63.3% 218,318
Conferences
Congregation has34 62.2% 214,524Organized Youth Group
Group for Socializing,35 61.6% 212,455Fellowship
Facilities Accommodate the36 56.0% 193,141Disabled
Congregation Owns37 51.1% 176,241Copyrighted Music
Worship Building Used for
38 Non-Congregational 50.0% 172,447
Purposes
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Congregation has Teens
Plan, Present Non-Worship 49.9% 172,10239
Service Events
Worship Service Has Focus40 48.3% 166,584
on Children
Groups to Plan or Conduct41 47.7% 164,514Community Needs
Congregation Placed Paid42 44.8% 154,513Add in Newspaper
Group that Serves,
43 Volunteers with People of 42.7% 147,270
Another Faith
Groups to Attend Musical,44 41.9% 144,511Theatrical Outside Events
Avg. Number of Adult
45 Congregants Participating 40.6% 140,165
in Leadership Role
Worship Service Has Teen46 39.9% 137,613Participation
Groups to Train New
47 Religious Education 39.6% 136,578
Teachers
Groups to Discuss48 39.2% 135,198Parenting Issues
Groups to Encourage49 38.7% 133,474Volunteer Activity
Groups for People
50 Struggling with Drug, 37.6% 129,680
Alcohol Abuse
Groups for Couples on
51 Enriching, Improving Their 36.2% 124,852
Marriages
Congregation’s Youth52 36.0% 124,162Minister is Paid
Worship Service Had Hired53 35.9% 123,817Singers, Musicians
Group Specifically for54 35.8% 123,472Women
55 Clergy Holds Multiple Jobs 35.8% 123,472
Groups to Help56 35.0% 120,713Unemployed People
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Visitors Come to View
Building’s Architecture, 33.9% 116,91957
Artwork
Group Travels in US to58 32.4% 111,746Help the Needy
Groups for Physical59 32.4% 111,746Healing
Activities to Promote60 29.1% 100,364Physical Fitness
Activities to Support
61 Military Veterans and 27.3% 94,156
Their Families
Groups to Teach Personal62 26.5% 91,397Finance Management
Congregation Conducted,
63 Used Survey of 25.6% 88,293
Community
Congregation Has Health-64 24.8% 85,534Focused Programs
Groups to Discuss, Learn65 23.9% 82,430About a Different Religion
Groups for People with66 22.9% 78,981Mental Illness
Congregation Has Teens67 22.4% 77,256Serve on Governing Boards
68 Group for Food 19.7% 67,944
Congregation Affiliated
69 with Community 19.2% 66,220
Organizing Group
Program: Home Building,70 18.1% 62,426Repair, Maintenance
Program: Providing
71 Clothing, Blankets, 17.3% 59,667
Rummage Sales
Groups to Discuss People’s
72 Problems, Concerns with 17.1% 58,977
Work
Groups to Discuss Societal73 16.3% 56,218Race Relations
Groups for Self-Help, Such74 16.2% 55,873
as AA
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Worship Building Used for
Non-Congregational 16.0% 55,18375
Rehearsals, Performances
Congregation Started,76 15.4% 53,114Planted New Congregation
Number of Paid Employees
Who Spent More than 25%77 14.0% 48,285
of Their Work Time on
Social Service Projects
Group for Helping the78 13.9% 47,940Needy
Program: Non-Religious79 13.6% 46,906Education
Groups to Encourage80 12.7% 43,802People to Register to Vote
81 Group for Senior Citizens 12.2% 42,077
Program: Homeless or82 11.8% 40,697Transient
Group for Fine or83 10.8% 37,249Performing Arts
Shares Worship Building84 9.7% 33,455
with Other Congregations
Groups to Offer Services to85 9.5% 32,765Immigrants
86 Group for Fundraising 8.7% 30,006
Groups Meet to Prevent87 8.6% 29,661Transmission of HIV, AIDS
Donates to Organizations
88 that Primarily Help People 7.6% 26,212
with HIV, AIDS
Groups Provide Support to89 7.5% 25,867Persons with HIV, AIDS
Groups Meet to Raise90 7.4% 25,522Awareness of HIV, AIDS
Established Separate Non-
91 Profit Org. to Conduct 7.4% 25,522
Human Services, Outreach
Groups to Discuss
92 Pollution, Environmental 7.4% 25,522
Issues
Worship Building Used for
93 Non-Congregational Art 5.6% 19,314
Exhibits
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Congregations with
Elementary or High 5.4% 18,62494
Schools
95 Program: Disaster Relief 5.3% 18,279
Programs to Serve Persons96 5.3% 18,279
with HIV, AIDS
Program for Cleaning97 5.2% 17,934Highways or Parks
Group for Vacation,98 5.0% 17,245Summer Bible schools
Groups to Teach99 4.8% 16,555Congregants English
100 Program: Substance Abuse 4.4% 15,175
Group for Couples,
101 Marriage Preparation 4.0% 13,796
Classes
Group for Visiting Shut-102 3.5% 12,071Ins, Incarcerated Individual
Program: Habitat for103 3.2% 11,037Humanity
Group for Bingo, Cards,104 3.2% 11,037Game Playing
Group for Festivals,
105 Bazaars, Craft Fairs, or 3.1% 10,692
Other Celebrations
Joint Worship Service with106 3.1% 10,692Jewish Congregation
Program Serves Victims of107 2.1% 7,243Rape, Domestic Violence
108 Group for Sewing 2.1% 7,243
Group for Dealing with the109 2.0% 6,898Loss of a Loved One
Program: Prisoners,
110 People in Trouble with the 2.0% 6,898
Law and their Families
% of Adult Congregants
111 who Moved to the US in 2.0% 6,898
Past 5 years
Group for Racial/Ethnic112 1.6% 5,518Relations
Joint Worship Service with113 1.5% 5,173Muslims
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Group for Helping people
with Substance Abuse 1.2% 4,139114
Problems
Program: St. Vincent de115 0.5% 1,724Paul
Sources: Questions are from the National Congregations Study (NCS) cumulative dataset
(1998, 2006–07, 2012) archived at the Association of Religion Data Archive; overall total of
congregations from the Religious Congregations and Membership Study (RCMS) conducted
by representatives of the Association of Statisticians of American Religious Bodies
(ASARB). Data points are for the cumulative average across the years of the NCS, where
available. Where not, the most recent year of data is prioritized.
For this study we weighted the data by WTA3CNGD to have results representing the
average congregation’s perspective.
* Dollar figures and total numbers are reported in detail based on calculations from the
dataset; the actual precision is less, but is 95% likely to be within the survey’s margin of
error of +/-3%. Figures may not total due to rounding of decimals.
A. Valuation of Congregations: A Summary
Cnaan reports on the estimated economic value to communities of
ninety congregations in three cities: Philadelphia (40), Chicago (30), and
Fort Worth (20).61 His team interviewed clergy, other leaders, and program
directors where needed to collect data on six ways congregations provide
value to the communities in which they are located.62
First, Cnaan’s study estimated the value of the positive individual im-
pact provided by a congregation’s leaders who provide support to individu-
als, couples, and families. These include activities that (a) promote health
and well-being, (b) mitigate negative costs such as legal troubles or lost
productivity, (c) increase benefits to the local communities including em-
ployment, which also includes paying employment taxes, and (d) invest-
ment in family and children.63 As Cnaan notes, such activities are
associated with decreased drug and alcohol abuse, divorce, domestic vio-
lence, and other personal problems.64 Second, the study estimated the direct
spending of congregations that contribute to the local economy, including
buying goods and services, employing local residents, and using local ven-
dors. Third, the study estimated the “Magnet Effect,” including the value of
hosting weddings, funerals, artistic performances, lectures, and so on that
draw out-of-town visitors. These Magnet Effects are tangible activities,
such as visitors spending money at local restaurants and other small busi-
nesses. Fourth, Cnaan’s study estimated the value of schools and daycare
centers associated with congregations. Fifth, the study estimated the value
of “Open Space,” i.e., a congregation’s outdoor space often provides a gar-
den and other features that contribute to increasing community aesthetics,
61. Cnaan, Measuring Social Valuation, supra note 51, at 18.
62. Id. at 19–24.
63. Id. at 19.
64. Id.
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lowering storm water runoff treatment costs, and offering recreational and
leisure possibilities. And sixth, the study estimated the invisible safety net
provided by congregations involving thousands of volunteers and the provi-
sion of in-kind support that augments the city’s network of social services.
The study found that for the ninety congregations from Chicago, Fort
Worth, and Philadelphia, the average distribution of contributions was as
follows:
• Individual Impact (37.9 percent)
• Education (21.8 percent)
• Direct Spending (20 percent)
• Magnet Effect (16.7 percent)
• Invisible Safety Net (3.5 percent)
• Open Space (0.1 percent)65
The Cnaan study did not find significant differences between the re-
sults for the congregations in Chicago, Fort Worth, or Philadelphia, report-
ing similar overall average contribution to their local economy. While the
limitation of the study is that it focused only on urban congregations, there
is some indication from the results that they match the national profile of
congregations. For instance, the Cnaan study found that on average the
number of different social programs per congregation was 4.73. This is al-
most identical to the findings from the NCS, which was 4.7 social service
programs.66
B. Applying the Methodology to a National Valuation
Applying the above findings to a national estimate, we begin by taking
the cash revenues of congregations as roughly the equivalent of the direct
spending of congregations. This is appropriate because, as the norm, con-
gregations pretty much spend what comes in.67 Taking then
$83,778,191,193 (Table 11, data point 1) as the direct spending of congre-
gations nationwide, which we assume based on Cnaan’s study to be 20 per-
cent of the total value of congregational activities, we can then allot the
other 80 percent proportionally (as shown in Chart 1): Individual Impact
(37.9 percent), $158.8 billion; Education (21.8 percent), $91.3 billion; Mag-
net Effect (16.7 percent), $70.0 billion; Invisible Safety Net (3.5 percent),
$14.7 billion; Open Space (0.1 percent), $0.4 billion; Total (100 percent),
$418.9 billion. Using this approach, we come up with a more realistic value
of the multifaceted services provided by congregations, including education
ranging from preschool and schools to seminars and conferences to job and
marriage courses.
65. See infra Chart 1.
66. See supra Table 11, data point 16.
67. See How Churches Spend Their Money, CHURCH L. & TAX (Aug. 28, 2014), https://
www.churchlawandtax.com/blog/2014/august/how-churches-spend-their-money.html.
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C. The Halo Effect: An Adjustment for Charities
In addition, a separate 2015 study by Partners for Sacred Places and
McClanahan Associates Inc. quantified the Halo Effect of the Salvation
Army’s Kroc Centers and found that the total economic benefit to the com-
munities where the charitable work was carried out was about 2.1 times the
annual budget of the programs. So, applying this same ratio to the revenues
of faith-based charities adds an additional $49.8 billion to the value esti-
mate as shown in Table 13. We believe this corrects what we consider an
undervaluation in the first estimate, which only counted revenues of faith-
based charities.
Individual
Impact
$158.8 B
37.9%
Education
$91.3 B
21.8%
Direct
Spending
$83.8 B
20.0%
Magnet Effect
$70.0 B
16.7%
Invisible Safety Net
$14.7 B
3.5%
Open Space
$0.4 B
0.1%
Figures may not total due to rounding of decimals.
Source: The Socio-economic Contribution of Religion to American
Society, Brian J. Grim and Melissa E. Grim, 2016 
D. Businesses with Religious Roots
In 2014, a landmark decision by the United States Supreme Court de-
termined that the closely held for-profit corporation Hobby Lobby is ex-
empt from a law that its owners religiously objected to, as long as there is a
less restrictive means of furthering the law’s interest.68 That ruling was the
first time the Supreme Court recognized a for-profit business’s claim of
religious belief. While the ruling was limited to closely held corporations, it
sets up the situation where the boundaries of faith and business are clearly
not absolute. It is, therefore, reasonable in any valuation of the role of faith
to the US economy to recognize businesses that have religious roots. This
expands our purview beyond companies that have a specific religious pur-
68. Burwell v. Hobby Lobby Stores, Inc., 134 S. Ct. 2751, 2780–83 (2014).
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pose, such as producing traditional halal or kosher foods, to companies that
have religion as a part of their corporate culture or founding.
To identify such companies, this second estimate includes companies
identified recently as having religious roots.69 For instance, Deseret News
recently identified twenty companies with religious roots, and CNN pro-
duced a list of religious companies besides Chick-fil-A.70 Also, the recent
book by Oxford University business professor Theodore Malloch produced
a global list of such faith-inspired companies.71 Not all of these would iden-
tify specifically as being faith-based. But faith is part of the founding and
operating ethos. Malloch notes that although the commercial success of
Walmart is well known, “less well known are Walmart’s connections to the
distinct religious world of northwest Arkansas and rural America . . . [and
its] corporate culture and how specific executives incorporated religious
culture into their managerial philosophy.”72 Bethany Moreton provides a
full discussion of the religious roots of Walmart and its close connection to
Evangelical culture.73 Likewise, although the Marriot Hotels are not relig-
iously run, John Willard Marriott, a member of The Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter-day Saints, founded the chain and supplied many of the rooms
with not only the Bible but also the Book of Mormon.
Some other companies listed in Table 12, however, have a more overt
religious identity. Tyson Foods, founded by John Tyson, provides 120 of-
fice chaplains for employees, ministering to the personal and spiritual needs
regardless of the employee’s faith or non-faith, as the case may be.74 The
Deseret News story notes that Tyson speaks openly about the company’s
aspiration to honor God and be a faith-friendly company.75 Also, as a fur-
ther indication of the company’s faith-orientation, Tyson recently financed
the launch of the Tyson Center for Faith and Spirituality in the Workplace
at the University of Arkansas.
69. See infra Table 12.
70. See Sara Petersen, 20 Companies with Religious Roots, DESERET NEWS (Aug. 5, 2013),
https://www.deseretnews.com/top/1700/0/20-companies-with-religious-roots.html; Dan Gilgoff, 9
Religious Companies (Besides Chick-fil-A), CNN BELIEF BLOG (July 24, 2012, 12:00 PM), http://
religion.blogs.cnn.com/2012/07/24/7-religious-companies-besides-chick-fil-a/.
71. THEODORE R. MALLOCH, PRACTICAL WISDOM IN MANAGEMENT: BUSINESS ACROSS SPIRI-
TUAL TRADITIONS (2017).
72. Id. at 82.
73. BETHANY MORETON, TO SERVE GOD AND WAL-MART: THE MAKING OF CHRISTIAN FREE
ENTERPRISE (2009).
74. See Tyson Foods Appoints Karen Diefendorf as Director of Chaplain Services, TYSON
FOODS (Mar. 15, 2017), https://www.tysonfoods.com/news/news-releases/2017/3/tyson-foods-ap
points-karen-diefendorf-director-chaplain-services.
75. See Petersen, supra note 70.
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TABLE 12. RELIGION-BASED COMPANIES
(ESTIMATE, US$BILLIONS, 2014)
Food Sector Annual Revenue
Walmart, US $279.4
Tyson Foods $37.6
Tom’s of Maine $15.0
Whole Foods Market $14.2
Kosher Food Industry, US $12.5
Amway $11.8
Marriott, North America $8.3
Jet Blue $5.8
Chick-Fil-A $5.8
Alaska Airlines $5.4
Mary Kay $4.0
Forever 21 $3.8
Hobby Lobby $3.7
ServiceMaster $2.5
Knights of Columbus $2.1
Herman Miller $2.1
Halal Food Industry, US $1.9
Timberland $1.7
Interstate Batteries $1.5
Carl’s Jr. $1.3
In-N-Out Burger $0.8
Curves $0.5
Anschutz Entertainment Group $0.3
eHarmony $0.3
Habitat for Humanity $0.3
Covenant Transportation $0.1
Trijicon $0.1
Total $422.7
Sources: Religious roots identified by one of the following: Deseret News, “20 Companies
with Religious Roots;” CNN, “Religious Companies Besides Chick-fil-A;” Halal and Kosher
marketing reports; Practical Wisdom in Management: Business Across Spiritual Traditions,
Theodore Roosevelt Malloch (Greenleaf Publishing, 2015). 2014 revenues from company
annual reports or Forbes. Figures do not total due to rounding of decimals.
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One business in Table 12 is overtly religious: the Knights of Colum-
bus, a Catholic fraternal organization.76 Since the Knights’ founding in
1882—by passing the hat for widows and orphans—their mission has been
to “protect families from the financial ruin caused by the death of the bread-
winner.”77 To fulfill that mission today, the Knights employ more than
1,400 people to operate their faith-based insurance and retirement program
with over $99 billion of insurance in force.78 Not only do the Knights pro-
vide a safety net for their members, they also provide jobs, charity work,
and avenues for social involvement and networking—all of which are direct
socioeconomic contributions to American society. The Knights of Colum-
bus currently has more than 15,100 councils and 1.9 million members
throughout the US, Canada, the Philippines, Mexico, Poland, the Domini-
can Republic, Puerto Rico, Panama, the Bahamas, the Virgin Islands, Cuba,
Guatemala, Guam, Saipan, Lithuania, Ukraine, and South Korea.79 Indeed,
such an organization shows how difficult it is to draw a precise theoreti-
cal—and at times legal—line between business activities (such as insur-
ance) and charitable activities (such as caring for widows and orphans).
Finally, our second estimate of the socioeconomic contribution of re-
ligion to American society, which is summarized in Table 13, includes one
other oft-mentioned, religion-related business: major films with an overtly
religious theme, many of which are promoted heavily by religious groups
themselves. In 2014, the reference year for this study, there were four such
blockbusters, with combined domestic US revenues of nearly half a billion
dollars: “Son of God;”80 “Heaven is For Real;”81 “Noah;”82 and “Exo-
dus.”83 While $409 million in combined domestic revenue84 is not a large
amount relative to other categories, the advertising and promotion of the
films and their ongoing viewership through streaming, DVDs, and/or CDs,
makes them an example of how religion crosses the boundaries between
business and culture within American society.
Table 13 presents what we consider to be a better estimate of the eco-
nomic contribution of religion to American society. As shown in the table,
faith-based healthcare networks contribute $161 billion annually, or 13.9
percent of the total contribution of religion to the US economy. Congrega-
76. KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, https://www.kofc.org/uns/en/insurance/index.html (last visited
Mar. 29, 2019).
77. Knight’s Insurance, KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, http://www.koc11172.org/insurance/ (last
visited Mar. 29, 2019).
78. Insurance, KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, http://kofc12480.org/insurance/ (last visited Mar. 29,
2019).
79. About Us, KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS: D.C. ST. COUNS., https://www.kofc.org/en/todays-
knights/about-us.html (last visited Mar. 29, 2019).
80. SON OF GOD (20th Century Fox 2014).
81. HEAVEN IS FOR REAL (Sony Pictures 2014).
82. NOAH (Regency Enterprises 2014).
83. EXODUS (20th Century Fox 2014).
84. Grim & Grim, supra note *.
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tions contribute about $327 billion annually (28.2 percent), plus an addi-
tional $91.3 billion if schools and daycares are taken into account (together
making 36.1 percent of the total). Higher education adds another $46.8 bil-
lion annually (4 percent), but as with healthcare, this is likely an undercount
as well because it only takes into account tuition. Charities add another
$95.2 billion annually (8.2 percent). And finally, the business sector con-
tributes $438 billion annually, slightly more than a third of the total (37.8
percent).
As shown in Table 13, these add up to $1,159.2 billion, or about $1.2
trillion.
TABLE 13. ANNUAL SOCIO-ECONOMIC CONTRIBUTION OF RELIGIOUS
ORGANIZATIONS TO US SOCIETY (ESTIMATE, US$BILLIONS)
Sector Revenue % of Total
Healthcare Networks $161.0 13.9%
Congregations: $326.5 28.2%
Direct Spending $83.8 7.2%
Giving to Other Religious Organizations $(1.0) -0.1%
Individual Impact $158.8 13.7%
Magnet Effect $70.0 6.0%
Invisible Safety Net $14.7 1.3%
Open Space $0.4 0.0%
Education: $138.1 11.9%
Higher Education $46.8 4.0%
Schools and Daycare $91.3 7.9%
Charities: $95.2 8.2%
Charities’ Revenues $45.3 3.9%
Charities’ Halo Effect (estimate) $49.8 4.3%
Business: $438.4 37.8%
Religious Media $0.9 0.1%
Religion-Themed Films $0.4 0.0%
Food (Traditional Kosher and Halal) $14.4 1.2%
Businesses with Religious Backgrounds $422.7 36.5%
Total $1,159.2 100.0%
Source: The Socio-economic Contribution of Religion to American Society, Brian J. Grim
and Melissa E. Grim, 2016. Figures may not total due to rounding of decimals.
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III. ESTIMATE 3: THE REVENUES OF RELIGIOUSLY AFFILIATED
AMERICANS
The third estimate of this study recognizes that many, if not most, peo-
ple of faith aim to conduct their affairs (to some extent, however imper-
fectly) guided by and inspired by their religious ideals. In a recent Atlantic
article by Jared Keller85 and an earlier Harvard Business Review article by
Charles Handy,86there is a keen sense that the tie between religion and the
American spirit put forth in the nineteenth-century by Alexis de Toc-
queville,87 a French observer of American life, is still alive and well. Refer-
encing Australian author Robert Hughes, Handy notes:
The Puritans saw themselves as successors to Moses, leading
their people to a promised land and starting a new phase of his-
tory. That vision still holds today. On the back of every one-dollar
bill are the words novus ordo seclorum – “a new order of the
ages.” John Winthrop, their leader, famously preached a sermon
in mid-Atlantic in which he spoke of creating a “city upon a hill”
where “the eyes of all people are upon us.” Hughes argues that
the Puritans’ values infect the great bulk of Americans to this day.
They implanted the American work ethic, as well as the tenacious
primacy of religion in American life, equaled only by the Muslim
world. In no other country would presidential candidates feel it
electorally desirable to proclaim their religious beliefs.88
To the extent that religious ethics and ethos pervade how Americans
approach work and life, it could be argued that religion’s socioeconomic
contribution to American society is incalculably large. Perhaps one way to
count its value is to take into account the incomes of religiously affiliated
people. This is not so different than a similar methodology used in a recent
study conducted for the World Economic Forum’s Global Agenda Council
on the Role of Faith.89 That study connected self-identified religious affilia-
tion with economic environments around the world, seeking to examine
how different religious groups will grow both in population and economic
power in terms of gross domestic product (GDP) under their control.90
85. Jared Keller, What Makes Americans So Optimistic, THE ATLANTIC (Mar. 25, 2015),
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2015/03/the-american-ethic-and-the-spirit-of-opti-
mism/388538/.
86. Charles Handy, Tocqueville Revisited: The Meaning of American Prosperity, HARV. BUS.
REV. (Jan. 2001), https://hbr.org/2001/01/tocqueville-revisited-the-meaning-of-american-
prosperity.
87. ALEXIS DE TOCQUEVILLE, 1 DEMOCRACY IN AMERICA (Vintage Books 1990) (1835).
88. Handy, supra note 86.
89. BRIAN J. GRIM & PHILLIP CONNOR, CHANGING RELIGION, CHANGING ECONOMIES: FU-
TURE GLOBAL RELIGIOUS AND ECONOMIC GROWTH, https://www.religiousfreedomandbusiness.
org/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/Changing-religion-Changing-economies-Religious-Freedom-
Business-Foundation-October-21-2015.pdf (research prepared for Global Agenda Council on the
Role of Faith, Oct. 21, 2015).
90. Id.
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Similar to the methodology used in that study, our upper-end estimate
of the contribution of religion to American society is based on the estimated
annual income of people of faith. For a ballpark estimate, we simply take
the share of the adult US population that is religiously affiliated (77.2 %,
according to Pew Research) and multiply that by the median household
income, as shown in Table 14. Given that Pew Research indicates that a
higher share of religiously unaffiliated people is in the highest income cate-
gories,91 the $4.8 trillion estimate, or the equivalent of nearly a third of the
country’s GDP, is most likely an upper-end estimate. Our intent in provid-
ing this estimate, however, is not to achieve exact precision, but to offer
another plausible way to take into account the contribution of religion to the
American economy.
TABLE 14. INCOME OF RELIGIOUSLY AFFILIATED (77.2% OF POPULATION)
Household Income Annual Revenue
Households in US $53,482 $6,215,736,442,344(116,211,092)
Affiliated Households $53,482 $4,798,135,652,450(89,714,963)
Unaffiliated Households $53,482 $1,417,187,908,854(26,498,129)
Sources: Pew Research, http://www.pewforum.org/2015/05/12/americas-changing-religious-
landscape/; US Census Bureau, http://www.census.gov/quickfacts/table/HSD410214/00 (for
number & median income of households). Figures may not total due to rounding of
decimals.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The faith sector is undoubtedly a significant component of the overall
American economy, impacting and involving the lives of the majority of the
US population. We conclude that our first estimate of the economic contri-
bution of religion to the US society ($378 billion annually) is conservative
and an undervaluation because it focuses on revenues rather than on the
value of the goods and services provided by religious organizations.
We believe that our second estimate of $1.2 trillion is a more reasona-
ble estimate because it takes into account both the value of the services
provided by religious organizations and the impact religion has on a number
of important American businesses.
Our third estimate takes into account the energetic religious spirit iden-
tified by Tocqueville that motivated the public at large toward civic partici-
pation and economic vibrancy. Certainly the legacy of such things as the
91. See Income of Religious Groups, PEW RESEARCH CENTER, https://www.pewforum.org/
2015/05/12/chapter-3-demographic-profiles-of-religious-groups/pr_15-05-12_rls_chapter3-05/
(last visited Mar. 29, 2019).
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Protestant Work Ethic and Catholic Social Teaching, to name just two, con-
tinue to animate many millions of Americans in their work and life. We
offer the third estimate of some $4.8 trillion, not as a preferred estimate, but
rather as an upper-end estimate that takes these personal and social religious
dynamics into account.
There are several important limitations of this study. First, it does not
take into account the value of financial or physical assets of religious
groups. Second, it does not account for the negative impacts that occur in
some religious communities, including, as mentioned above, such things as
the abuse of children by some clergy, cases of fraud, and the possibility of
being recruitment sites for violent extremism. Obviously, such actions de-
tract from the positive contributions made by religious institutions and ad-
herents in the same way that they harm society in any context in which they
occur—in homes, schools, businesses, and friendship networks, as well as
in civic, trade, political, and governmental institutions. The most important
limitation of this study is that the estimate of the fair market value of the
goods and services provided by religious organizations is based on the pro-
position that the findings from Cnaan’s and related halo effect studies can
be extrapolated up to the national level. Our estimate of the contribution of
faith-based healthcare networks ($161 billion annually) is likely also an un-
derestimate because it only counts revenues.
Despite these limitations, we believe that the data and estimates dis-
cussed in this article will be a useful starting point for further studies of the
socioeconomic contributions of religion to the US and perhaps other coun-
tries as well. Future studies might fruitfully focus on at least six areas.
1. Future studies might consider refining, improving, and tracking
changes over time in annual revenues of religious organizations.
2. Additional inquiry into the value of religion-related assets, such as
endowments and property, would help to show the economic po-
tential and capital that make many of the social services discussed
above possible.
3. It would be helpful to improve estimates of the fair market value
of goods and services provided by religious organizations, such as
additional fieldwork to estimate halo effects in diverse settings
and varied organizational contexts.
4. Careful cost-benefit analyses of faith-based programs versus pub-
lic programs would be useful in evaluating religious programs rel-
ative to similar non-religious programs.
5. More frequent nationally representative surveys of congregations
would allow trends and activities to be better understood and
tracked.
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6. A more detailed valuation of faith-based healthcare con-
tributions is needed, including viewing their impact rela-
tive to non-faith-based healthcare systems.
The data are clear. Religion is a highly significant sector of the Ameri-
can economy. Religion provides purpose-driven institutional and economic
contributions to health, education, social cohesion, social services, media,
food, and business itself. Perhaps most significantly, religion helps set
Americans free to do good by harnessing the power of millions of volun-
teers from nearly 345,000 diverse congregations present in every corner of
the country’s urban and rural landscape.
